
My Emotions Cycle

“Good to Go”
Peace 
Content

Confidence

“Uh-oh”
Bugged

Big Emotion Rush
Triggered

Still in Control

“Self Care”
Reset on the Go

Deep Breath
Mantras

Self Care Rituals
Calm Down Box

“Plan”
Use your words to share 

how you're feeling
Make a plan to know 
how to get back to 

feeling “Good to Go”

*There is an Inner Cycle and an Outer Cycle: 
We try to avoid dropping to Red Zone, but it happens. However, both provide a way to move back to 
Blue then eventually  Green and not stay stuck in one color forever. Also you don't need to rush the 
time table of when you move colors, but you have hope knowing you are able to move & flow and able 
to return to Green if you choose to follow the steps. sunshinesabor.com

“Danger”
Destructive

Behavior is out of Control
Need to Physically Stop and Reset
Therapy or Outside Help if Needed



My Emotions Cycle
My Personal Plan

“Good to Go”
What does it feel like to be in Green Zone?
What does peace feel like to me? 

“Uh-oh”
What am I feeling?

What are my triggers?
What bugs me?

“Danger”
Is my behavior destructive to myself or others?

Do I need to seek outside help?
How will I know I'm in Red Zone?

What are ways I can look forward to moving into 
Blue Zone & not getting stuck in Red?

“Self Care”
Do I know how to calm down?
What are my self care rituals?

What are my self soothing mantras?
Do I need to create a Calm Down Box?

“Plan”
Can I express my 

emotions with my words?
What can I do to move 
back to Green Zone?

There can Peace while Processing: 
Even though you may not feel “good” all the time, you can have peace and hope knowing you are 
learning how to master your emotions and knowing how to deal with them in a healthy & positive way.
sunshinesabor.com
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